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EXERCISE A 
 

Complete the words. 
 

     
 
a c  mp  ter pr  gr  mmer                   a vet  rin  rian      

 

 

 

 

 

a s  il  r                                     a l_wy  r      

 

a m  v  e st  r                                    a co  ch    
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a n  ws rep  rt  r                               an   rt  st 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

a n  rse                                     a sc  ent  st 
 

                           
 

a ph  togr  pher                               an   ngin     r 
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EXERCISE B 
Finish the words and sentences with sm or sn. 
 
1.      __ow     2. __ail  
 
 
 
3.  __ack     4. __ear  
 
 
 
5. __all     6. __ile 
 
 
 
7. __ake      8.  __eaker 
 
 
 
9.__owman           10. __oke 
 
 
            

The __all boy __eared the paint and __iled. 
 
 
 
             The __ail likes to eat a __ack in the __ow. 
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EXERCISE C 
 

Look at the pictures and answer the questions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. What does Eddy want to be?   He wants to be a movie star.  
What does he like to do?     He likes to sing and dance.  
Does he want to be a news reporter? 
 No, he doesn’t. He wants to be a movie star.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What does Ginger want to be?                                            . 
What does she like to do?                                               . 
Does she want to be a movie star?  
                                                                                        .  
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3. What does Sue want to be?                                            . 
What does she like to do?                                               . 
Does she want to be an artist?    
                                                                                       . 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
4. What does Mimi want to be?                                            . 
What does she like to do?                                               . 
Does she want to be an engineer?   
                                                                                       . 
Does she like to paint pictures?      
                                                                                       . 

 
 
 
 
 

5. What does Tom want to be?                                            . 
What does he like to do?                                               . 
Does he want to be a veterinarian?    
                                                                                      .  
Does he like to take pictures?   
                                                                                      . 
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EXERCISE D 
 

 

 

 

 

1. True or false? Check the answer. 

1).Sue is ten years old.                                       □True      □False 

2).Sue has a younger brother.                            □True      □False 
3).Sue is in the sixth grade.                               □True      □False 

4).Sue likes to make models.                              □True      □False 

5).Sue wants to be a photographer.                    □True     □False 

6).Sue doesn't want to be a lawyer or a doctor. □True     □False 
7).Her mother is an engineer.                             □True     □False 
2. Listen to the Conversation and fill in the blanks. 

A: Hi,         Sue. 

B: Hello, Sue.              are you? 

A: I'm twelve years old. 

A: Do you have _______________? 

B: Yes, I do. I have one sister. 

A:                                   ? 

B: I like to make models. I want to be an             . 
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EXERCISE E 
 

1． Answer the following questions about yourself. 
How old are you?         
                                           . 
What grade are you in?       
                                           . 
Do you have any brothers or sisters?  
                                           . 
What do you want to be?     
                                           . 
What do you like to do?       
                                           . 
Do you want to be a photographer?   
                                           .  
Do you like to sing and dance?   
                                           . 
 
2. Cross out the wrong words. 

 
1).He (like/ likes) (to feed/feed) animals. 

2).She (wants/want) (be/to be) a veterinarian. 

3).I (like/ likes) to (take/play) pictures. 

4).Sue likes (make/to make) (animals/modals). 

5).Mimi wants (be/to be) a coach. 

6).Adam likes to (read/paint) pictures.
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EXERCISE A 

Complete the sentences using the words from the box. 

 

 

 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 

blond hair     brown hair     grey hair     black hair     red 
hair   curly hair     long hair     straight hair     short hair     
blue eyes     green eyes     brown eyes     black eyes 
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 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 

 She has__________. 
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EXERCISE B 
Finish the words and sentences with sw or tw. 
 
1.  __ollows     2.__ilight  
 
 
 
3.  __ins     4.__an  
 
 
 
5. __ing     6. __irl 
 
 
 
7.__imming pool    8. __elve 
 
 
 
9. __enty     10. __eater 
 
 
                 The __allows __ooped down near the __an on the __ing. 
 
 

 
The __ins __irled in the __inkling __ilight. 
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 EXERCISE C 
 
1. Look at the pictures and finish the sentences. 
1). 
 
 
 

a. Does she have long hair?  
She doesn’t have long hair. She has short hair.  

 b. Is she wearing a hat?  
She isn’t wearing a hat. 

 
2). 
 
 
a. Is he wearing a cap?  

_________________________________.  
b. Does he have curly hair? 

_______________? 
 

3). 
 
 
 

a. ________________?  
She isn’t wearing glasses.  

b. Does she have gray hair? 

_________________________________. 
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4). 
 
 
 

a. Does he have blue eyes?         
__________________________________.              

b. _________________?  
He isn’t wearing a T-shirt. He is wearing a jacket. 
 

2. Choose the correct words from the box and complete the 
sentences. 
 
 

 
 

1).                         2).   
     She has ___ hair.                         He has blue __. 
     She is wearing ___.                       He __ wearing a jacket. 
     She isn’t ___ a hat.                       He is the one__ the cap. 

3).                         4).  
     She ___ wearing glasses.             He is wearing a ___. 
     She is wearing a red ___.             He has ___ eyes. 
     She has blond ___.                     He is the one __ curly hair. 

glasses    hair    eyes    hat    T-shirt    brown    blond    
gray    wearing    wears    is    isn’t    doesn’t    does    
in    with    curly 
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EXERCISE D 
 
 
 
 
Unscramble the sentences and write the names under the 
pictures. 
1).alligator/is /Sam /like/ an /dressed  
________________________________. 
2).Eddy /like /dressed/ pirate/ a /is  
________________________________. 
3).woman/ is/ Sam’s/ in/ red /the/ long /mother/ the /skirt 
_________________________________________________. 
4).shirt /the/ Sam’s/ in /bright/ is /man /the /green/ father  
_________________________________________________ 
5).the /sister /is /girl /the /hair/ with/ curly /Sam's 
_________________________________________________ 
6).Sam's /the/ is /bear/ boy/ the/ teddy /brother /with 
_________________________________________________ 
7).grandmother/and/she/Sam's/short/blue/is/wearing/a/is/dress 
_________________________________________________. 

 
________  _______  ________  _______  ________ Sam’s mother  
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EXERCISE E 
 

Answer the questions about your family and draw a family 
picture. 
1. What do you look like? 
_____________________________________________. 
2. What does your mother look like? 
_____________________________________________. 
3. What does your father look like? 
_____________________________________________. 
4. Do you have a brother? If you do, what does he look like? 
_____________________________________________. 
5. Do you have a sister? If you do, what does she look like? 
_____________________________________________. 
6. What does your grandmother look like? 
_____________________________________________. 
7.  What does your grandfather look like? 
___________________________________________
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EXERCISE A 
 

Complete the words and match the pictures. 

                          
a ______                          play ______                   a ______ 

 

                           
a ______                          play ______                   a ______ 

 
 

                           
   a ______                           go ______                   a ______ 
 
 

                         
   a ______                            go ______                   a ______ 
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a ______                          go ______                   a ______ 

 
 

                           
a ______                          go ______                   a ______ 

 
 

                            
   a ______                          go ______                   a ______ 
 
 

                             
   a ______                          go ______                   a ______ 
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EXERCISE B 
Finish the words and sentences with sk or sch. 
 
1.   __ool     2. __irt  
 
 
 
3.   __eleton     4. __ unk  
 
 
 
5.  __olar     6. __edule 
 
 
 
7. __ateboard           8.  __oolbag 
 
 
 
9.  __y            10. __ate 
 
 
                          
             The     eleton in the     irt is     ating around the __unk. 
 
 

         
The     olars looked at the     ool     edule. 
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EXERCISE C 
Cross out the wrong words in the questions and write the answers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             
        Will (she / he) go camping tomorrow?  

No, she won’t. She will play baseball tomorrow.  
Will (she / he) need a mitt?  

1.                  Yes, she will. She will need a mitt and a baseball bat. 
             

        Will (she / he) play tennis tomorrow?  
______________________________________. 
Will (she / he) need hiking boots?  

2.                 ______________________________________. 
         
        Will (they/ he) go fishing tomorrow?  

______________________________________. 
Will (he / they) need a backpack?  

3.                ______________________________________. 
       
        Will (she/ he) go swimming tomorrow?  

______________________________________. 
Will (she / he) need a towel?  

4.                ______________________________________ 
        
        Will (they/ he) go fishing tomorrow?  

______________________________________. 
Will (he / they) need a backpack? 

5.                 ______________________________________. 

play baseball   go camping   a bird book   a tent   a mitt   play 
tennis   a tennis ball   a baseball bat   go swimming   a tennis 
racquet   go birdwatching   go hiking   a flashlight   binoculars   
a bathing suit   a backpack   hiking boots   a towel 
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EXERCISE D 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

1. Listen to the Conversation. Check “True” or “False”. 
1). They are going fishing this weekend.                 □True     □False 
2). They are watching the weather report.             □True     □False 
3). They hope it will rain tomorrow.                        □True     □False 
4). Sue would love to go camping with Sam and Eddy. 

□True     □False 
5). They need to bring things, like sleeping bags and hiking boots. 

□True     □False 
6). They won’t need warm clothes because it won’t be cold at night. 

□True     □False 

2. Complete the conversation. 
Sam:  We are going to ______ this weekend. 

What ____________? 
Sue:   I don't know. Nothing much. 
Sam:                  go camping with us? 
Sue:   Sure, I'd love to. But I _______ ask my parents. 
Sam:  OK. You'll need a _______ and a        . 
Eddy: Bring some ________ too. 
          It'll be cold ______. 
Sue:   OK. Thank you. 
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EXERCISE E 
Look at “George’s Schedule” and answer the questions. Then fill 
in the chart with your information. 

 George You 

Tomorrow Evening 
 

 

This Weekend 

 

 

Next Weekend 

 

 

1. What will George do tomorrow evening? 
_________________________________________________. 
2. What will George do this weekend?  
_________________________________________________. 
3. What will George do next weekend? 
_________________________________________________. 
4. Will George need a picnic mat this weekend? 

_________________________________________________. 
5. Will George need binoculars next weekend? 

_________________________________________________. 
6. What will you do tomorrow evening? 
_________________________________________________. 
7. What will you do this weekend?  
_________________________________________________. 
8. What will you do next weekend? 

_________________________________________________ 
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EXERCISE A 
 

Complete the crossword puzzle. 
 

  1   3        

             

1             

             

      4       

 2   2         

            5 

             

    3         

             

    4         

             

   5          

 

Across                                                Down 

1.   4.                     1.   4.  

2.   5.                    2.   5.  

3.                                         3.  
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EXERCISE B 
 

Finish the words and sentences with st or str. 
 
1.   __awberries    2. __orm  
 
 
 
3.   __ork     4. __oller  
 
 
 
5.  __agecoach    6. __eam 
 
 
 
7.  __ars     8. __ipes 
 
 
 
9.  __amp     10. __ing 
 
 
                          
             The     agecoach was faster than the     ork in the __orm. 
 
 
             

Andy ate     awberries in a     oller by the     eam. 
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EXERCISE C 
 

Fill in the blanks. 
 

1.                  2.   
---Which animal is faster?               --- Which animal is slower? 
---A ___ is ___ than a ___.            --- A ___ is ___ than a ___. 
 

3.                  4.   
---Which animal is bigger?               --- Which animal is smaller? 
---A ___ is ___ than a ___.            --- A ___ is ___ than a ___. 
 

5.                  6.  
---Is a ___ smaller than a ___?     ---Is a ___ faster than a ___? 
---____________________.        --- ___________________. 
 

7.                 8.  
A ___ isn’t as bigger as a ___.         The ____ is the smallest. 
A ___ isn’t as faster as a ___.         The ____ is the fastest. 
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EXERCISE D 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Complete the answers or questions. 
 

1.  Where is Sam going? 

_________________________________. 

2. Why does Sam have to go home? 

_________________________________. 

3. What class is the report for? 

_________________________________. 

4. What's the report going to be about? 

_________________________________. 
5.  When is Sam going to write the report? 

_________________________________. 

6. ______________________________? 

Yes, a cheetah is faster than a gazelle. 

7.  ________________________________?  

Yes, a gazelle is slower than a cheetah. 
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EXERCISE E 
Look at the pictures. Fill in the blanks.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
This is Charlie’s family photo. There are 6 people in his family. 
Charlie’s dad is _____ (taller / tallest) than his mum. His sister, 
Jenny, is the ____ (short, shortest) in the family. She is also the 
____ (younger/ youngest) one. Charlie’s grandma is very _____(old / 
older), but his grandpa is _____(older/ oldest) than his grandma. Can 
you guess how old he is? He is 65 years old. He is the ____ (older/ 
oldest) in the family.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A train is ___ (faster/fastest) than a ship. A plane is ___ 
(faster/fastest) than a train. The train is the ___ (faster/fastest). 
A bus is ___ (slower/ slowest) than a car. A bike is ___ (slower/ 
slowest) than a bus. The bike is the ___ (slower/slowest). 
A bike is ___ (shorter / shortest) than a car. A car is ___ (shorter / 
shortest) than a ship. The bike is the ___ (shorter / shortest). 
A train is ___ (longer / longest) than a bus. A bus is ___ (longer / 
longest) than a car. The train is the ___ (longer / longest). 
 

Dad Mum 

Jenny Charlie 

Grandma Grandpa 
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EXERCISE A 
 

Unscramble the words and match the pictures. 

                                
yflngi stike                           rngips                                  nwmsimig 
flying kites                          ______                                 ______ 

                                 
awetr snikig                          lfla                            tpngailn foleswr 
_______                              ______                               ______ 

                                  
njpmuig niot slaeev               intewr                                eic sitagkn 
_______                             ______                                ______ 

                                  
isgnik                                   erumsm                        ypngali ofatlobl 
______                              ______                                 ______ 
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EXERCISE B 
 
Finish the words and sentences with squ or qu. 
 
1.   __iz      2. __estion  
 
 
 
3.   __are     4. __ id  
 
 
 
5.  __iet     6. __eeze 
 
 
 
7.  __ilt     8. __een 
 
 
 
9.  __irrel     10. __arter 
 
 
                         
            The     een answered the     estion on the     iz. 
 
 
             

The     uid     ueezed into the little     uare. 
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EXERCISE C 
Complete the answers or questions.  

 

        Last fall what did Tom do?  
Last fall he played football.  
Did Tom play football last fall?  

1.                  Yes, he did. Last fall he played football. 
        Last summer what did Ginger do?  

______________________________________. 
Did Ginger go hiking last summer?  

2.                 ______________________________________. 
        Next winter what is Sue going to do?  

______________________________________. 
Is Sue going to go skiing next winter?  

3.                 ______________________________________. 
        ___________________________?  

Next summer Sam going to go canoeing. 
___________________________? 

4.                 Yes, he is. He is going to go canoeing next summer. 
        Last spring what did Sam’s mother and father do?  

______________________________________. 
___________________________? 

5.                 Yes, they did. Last spring they planted flowers. 
        Last winter what                              ?  

______________________________________. 
Did Sue                                             ?  

6.                 Yes,                                                                          . 
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EXERCISE D 

 

1. Listen to the Conversation. Check “True” or “False”. 
1). Eddy hates winter because he's tired of the cold and snow. 

□True    □False 
2). Sue’s favorite season is summer.                     □True    □False 
3). Sue likes winter because she likes ice skating.□True    □False 
4). Eddy likes summer best because he likes swimming. 

□True    □False 
5). Next winter Sue going to go skiing, and Eddy is going to go to 

London.                                                            □True    □False 
6). Next summer Eddy and Sue are both going to stay home. 

□True    □False 

2. Complete the conversation. 
Eddy:  Last winter, where ________? 
Sue:   I ___________. 
Eddy: So       Joe.       you buy anything?. 
Sue:   Yes, I       . I  ____ English tea. 
Eddy: So       he. 

Next winter, what ____________? 
Sue:   We're______________. 
Eddy: We        too. 

Next summer, where        you              be? 
Sue:   We're ____________. 
Eddy: So        we. 
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EXERCISE E 

1. Reading comprehension. 
My friend Lucas likes summer best because he likes water skiing and 
swimming. He went to Brisbane, Australia with his family last 
summer and they had a lot of fun. Next summer he is going to go 
camping with his friends. They are going to take a tent, sleeping 
bags, pillows and some warm clothes with them. Now Lucas can’t wait!  
1. What’s Lucas’s favorite season? ____ 
A. spring    B. summer   C. fall   D. winter 
2. Why does Lucas like summer best? ____ 
A. He likes water skiing.    B. He likes swimming. 
C. He likes camping.    D. Both A and B. 
3. Where did Lucas go last summer? ____ 
A. Brazil   B. Britain   C. Australia   D. Austria  
4. What is Lucas going to do next summer? ____ 
A. He is going to go camping with his family. 
B. He is going to go camping with his friends.  
C. He is going to go fishing with his friends. 
D. He is going to go fishing with his family. 
5. Lucas and his friends are NOT going to take ____ with them for 
camping. 
A. a torch   B. a tent   C. sleeping bags   D. warm clothes 
2. Write a paragraph about your last summer and next summer. 

_______________________________________________  

_______________________________________________  

_______________________________________________  

______________________________________________
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EXERCISE A 
 
1. Fill in the blanks. 
1). cup –- cups                 2). napkin –- ___              3). knife –- ___ 
4). plate –- ___              5). fork –- ___                 6). spoon –- ___ 
7). sandwich –- ____      8). chip –- ___                 9). orange –-___ 
10). pickle --_____        11). hamburger --___      12). cookie --___ 
 
2. Name and match. 

                                                  
 spaghetti                                                                       _______ 

                                                  
_______                                                  _______ 

                                                  
_______                                                  _______ 

                                                  
_______                                                  _______ 

                                                  
_______                                                  _______ 

Countable 

Non-countable 
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EXERCISE B 
Finish the words and sentences with spr, spl or sp. 
 
1.   __outs     2. __ish  
 
 
 
3.   __oon     4. __uce  
 
 
 
5.  __ash     6. __aghetti 
 
 
 
7.  __ider     8. __atter 
 
 
 
9.  __ring     10. __ay 
 
 
                         
                 ish,     ash,     atter! Down went the platter! 
 
 
 
             I see     outs on the     uce in the     ing. 
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EXERCISE C 
Complete the answers or questions.  

 
        How many potato chips are there?  

There are a lot of potato chips.  
Are there a lot of potato chips?  

1.                  Yes, there are a lot. 
        How many cookies are there?  

______________________________________. 
Are there a lot of cookies?  

2.                 ______________________________________. 
        How much bread is there?  

______________________________________. 
Is there a lot of bread?  

3.                 ______________________________________. 
        ___________________________?  

There are a lot of bananas. 
___________________________? 

4.                 No, there aren’t. There are a lot. 
        How much cake is there?  

______________________________________. 
___________________________? 

5.                 Yes, there is only a little. 
         __________________________?  

______________________________________. 
__________________________?  

6.                 ______________________________________. 
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EXERCISE D 
 

 
 
 
 

 
1. Complete the conversation. 
 
Ginger: What do you have to eat? 
Sam:    Well,          some peanut butter and jelly. And some bread. 
Ginger: We can make peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

          anything to drink? 
Sam:     I think          some milk and soda. And          some cookies. 
Ginger: Great!  Let's eat! 
 
2. Answer the questions. 
 
1).What kind of food doesn’t Sam’s cafe have? 
_______________________________________________. 
2).What can they make to eat? 
_______________________________________________. 
3).What drinks do they have? 
_______________________________________________. 
4).What are they going to drink? 
_______________________________________________. 
5).What are they going to have for dessert? 
_______________________________________________. 
6).How much money does Ginger have? 
_______________________________________________. 
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EXERCISE E 
 

 
1. Cross out the wrong words. 
Emily and Jason are going for a picnic next weekend.  
Emily: What are we going to take? 
Jason: Let’s check our refrigerator. How (many / much) bread (is / 

are) there? 
Emily: There (is / are) only (a few / a little). I will buy some. 
Jason: How (many / much) cookies (is / are) there? 
Emily: There (is / are) (a lot / a little). 
Jason: (Is/ Are) there any fruits? 
Emily: Yes, there (is/ are). There (is / are) some apples, grapes and 

pears.  
Jason: How (many / much) juice (is / are) there? 
Emily: There (is / are) only (a little /a few).  
Jason: Ok, let’s buy (some / any) juice and bread. And we can make 

sandwiches.  
Emily: Great!  
2. Draw some other foods in the picture. Then complete the 
sentences. 
There _________________________________________. 
There _________________________________________. 
There _________________________________________.
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EXERCISE A 

Answer the questions. 
 
 
 

1.                                    4.  

What can he do?                                       What can she do? 

He can do a somersault.                            _______________. 

2.                                           5.  

What can he do?                                     What can she do? 

________________.                             ________________. 

3.                                     6.  

What can he do?                                       What can he do?  

________________.                              ________________. 

swim     do a cartwheel     dance     do a handstand     dive     
do a somersault 
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EXERCISE B 
Finish the words and sentences with ph or kn. 
 
1.  __otographer     2. __ock  
 
 
 
3.  __ives      4. __antom  
 
 
 
5. __one      6. __uckles 
 
 
 
7. __ob      8. __ight 
 
 
 
9. __ees      10. __oto 
 
 
 
             The     otographer took a     oto of the     antom on 

the     one. 
 
 
             The     ight     ocked his     uckles on his     ees. 
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EXERCISE C 

Complete the questions or answers. 

1.  4 years old              7 years old 
When did Sue learn how to read?  
She learned how to read when she was 4.  
When did Sue learn how to ride a bike? 
______________________________. 
Did Sue learn to read when she was 4? 
Yes, she did. When she was 4, she learned to read.  
Was Sue 5 years old when she learned to ride a bike?  
________________________________________. 
 

2.  2 years old              6 years old 
When did Eddy learn how to talk? 
______________________________. 
When did Eddy learn how to read? 
______________________________. 
Did Eddy learn to talk when he was 3? 
________________________________________. 
Was Eddy 6 years old when he learned to read? 
________________________________________. 
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3.  3 years old              4 years old 
____________________________?  
Ginger learned how to do a somersault when she was 3.  
____________________________? 
Ginger learned how to dance when she was 4. 
____________________________? 
Yes, she did. When Ginger was 3, she learned how to do a somersault.  
Was Ginger 7 years old when she learned to dance?  
________________________________________. 
 

4.  5 years old                ? 
When did Sam learn how to do a somersault? 
______________________________. 
When did Sam learn how to dive? 
______________________________. 
Did Sam learn to do a somersault when he was 3? 
________________________________________. 
5. When did you learn how to talk? 
______________________________. 
Did you learn how to write when you were 6? 
________________________________________. 
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EXERCISE D 
 
 
 

 
 
 

1. Listen to the Conversation. Unscramble the questions and 
answer. 

1). they/What/are/at/looking/? 

______________________________________________. 

2). old/How/ she /when /was /to /learned /Sue /how /run/? 

______________________________________________. 

3). Eddy /old /How /when /went /he /was /to /zoo /the/? 

______________________________________________. 

4). old /was /started /Sue /to /she /How /ski /when/? 

______________________________________________. 

5). did /What /be /Sam /to /want /four /he /when /was/? 

______________________________________________. 

2. Fill in the blanks. 

Sue                       when she was 1. Eddy                 when he was 2. 
Sue was 3 when she                     . Sam doesn't remember when he 
learned how to                . He thinks he was 4. When he was 4 he 
wanted to be                      . 
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EXERCISE E 

Complete the questions with the words and phrases in the box. 
Write the answers about yourself. 

 

 

1. How old were you when you learned how to write your name? 

_____________________________________________. 

2. How old were you when you learned how to____________? 

_____________________________________________. 

3. How old were you when you learned how to____________? 

_____________________________________________. 

4. How old were you when you learned how to____________? 

_____________________________________________. 

5. How old were you when you learned how to____________? 

_____________________________________________. 

6. How old were you when __________________________? 

_____________________________________________. 

7. How old were you when __________________________? 

_____________________________________________. 

8. How old were you when __________________________? 

_____________________________________________.

write one’s name   play the piano   start school   visit London   
feed oneself   start to learn English   run   write the alphabet 
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EXERCISE A 
Complete the words and match them with the correct pictures. 

France                                                                       

Sp     n                                                                       

_n gl  nd                                                                       

Th  il  nd                                                                       

K  re                                                                         

J  p  n                                                                       

Br  z  l                                                                       

the Un  ted St  tes                                                       
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EXERCISE B 
Finish the words and sentences with wh or wr. 
 
1.  __ite      2. __ench  
 
 
 
3.  __ale      4. __iskers  
 
 
 
5. __en      6. __eath 
 
 
 
7. __eel      8. __ite 
 
 
 
9. __apping paper    10. __istle 
 
 
  
            Have you ever seen a     en     ap a     ench and a 

__eath? 

 
 
            What did the     ale with the     iskers     isper to the     

__ite     ale? 
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EXERCISE C 
 
1. Complete the questions. 
 

1). Has Sam ever been to France ? 
   No, he hasn’t. Sam has never been to France. 
2). __________________________? 
   Yes, he has. Sam has eaten sushi. 
3). __________________________? 

Yes, she has. Sue has flown in an airplane. 
4). __________________________? 
   No, she hasn’t. Sue hasn’t ridden a horse. 
5). __________________________? 
   No, he hasn’t. Eddy has never used a computer. 
6). __________________________? 
   No, he hasn’t. Eddy has never baked a cake. 
7). __________________________? 
   No, she hasn’t. Ginger hasn’t seen a kangaroo. 
8). __________________________? 
   Yes, she has. Ginger has gone camping.  
2. Choose the correct words to fill in the blanks. 
 
 
 
1). Has Sue ever ridden a horse? No, she __ never __ a horse. 
2). Has Sue ever used a computer? Yes, she has __ __ a computer. 
3). Has Eddy ever baked a cake? No, he has __ __ a cake. 
4). Has Eddy ever flown in an airplane?  
     Yes, he has __ in an airplane __ times. 
5). Have you ever been to France? 
     I have never __ to France, but I’m __ to go this summer. 

gone   been   often   flown    ridden   used   many    
baked   have   going   has   much   rode   flew   never 
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EXERCISE D 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Complete the conversation.  
Sam: Guess what? 
Eddy: What? 
Sam: I'm                              this summer! 
Eddy: Wow!  When                         ? 
Sam: In July. I will be there                      . 
Ginger:                           France? 
Sam: No, I         . I've                     out of the country. 
Ginger:  Oh, Sam.  You're                ! 
Sam: Yes, but there's only one problem. 
Eddy: What? 
Sam: I ______________. 
2. Answer the questions. 
1). Where is Sam going to visit this summer? 
_______________________________. 
2). How long will he be there? 
________________________________. 
3). Has he ever been to France before? 
________________________________.  
4).Has he ever traveled to another country? 
________________________________. 
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EXERCISE E 

1. Fill in the chart about yourself. 

 
 2. Make questions with the information above. Ask one of 
your classmates and write his/her answers. 

1). Have you ever played ________________________?  
___________________________________________. 
2). Have you ever played ________________________?  
___________________________________________. 
3). Have you ever played ________________________?  
___________________________________________. 
4). Have you ever eaten _________________________?  
___________________________________________. 
5). Have you ever eaten _________________________?  
___________________________________________. 
6). Have you ever eaten _________________________?  
___________________________________________. 
7). Have you ever been to ________________________?  
___________________________________________. 
8). Have you ever been to ________________________?  
___________________________________________. 
9). Have you ever been to ________________________?  
___________________________________________. 

3 sports I have never 
played… 

3 foods I have never 
eaten… 

3 countries I have 
 never been to… 
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